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Abstract. In this chapter, we will describe, in a tutorial style, recent
work on the use of fluid approximation techniques in the context of
stochastic model checking. We will discuss the theoretical background
and the algorithms working out an example.
This approach is designed for population models, in which a (large)
number of individual agents interact, which give rise to continuous time
Markov chain (CTMC) models with a very large state space. We then
focus on properties of individual agents in the system, specified by Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) formulae, and use fluid approximation
techniques (specifically, the so called fast simulation) to check those properties. We will show that verification of such CSL formulae reduces to
the computation of reachability probabilities in a special kind of timeinhomogeneous CTMC with a small state space, in which both the rates
and the structure of the CTMC can change (discontinuously) with time.
In this tutorial, we will discuss only briefly the theoretical issues behind
the approach, like the decidability of the method and the consistency of
the approximation scheme.
Keywords: Stochastic model checking; fluid approximation; mean field
approximation; reachability probability; time-inhomogeneous Continuous Time Markov Chains
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Introduction

In recent years there has been a growing interest in the use of mean field or
fluid approximation techniques in the analysis of large scale models of dynamic
behaviour. In particular there have been a number of attempts to integrate these
mathematical approximations with formal modelling techniques originating in
theoretecial computer science. Specifically, fluid approximation techniques are
cross-fertilising with quantitative formal methods, mainly Stochastic Process

Algebras (SPA), giving birth to a new class of quantitative analysis techniques
for large scale population models, described by continuous time Markov chains
(CTMC) [7, 8, 31, 27, 16, 9].
Whereas process algebra models can be viewed as agent-based descriptions
in which the behaviour of each entity in the system is described in detail, fluid
or mean field methods focus instead on the more abstract population view of
the system. In order to move from the process algebra description to a mean
field approximation, individuality of agents must be abstracted and a collective
or counting abstraction employed [27]. This leads to an aggregated state representation, in which the system is described by variables counting the number
of agents in each possible state. Then, the discrete state space of the CTMC is
approximated by a continuous one, and the stochastic dynamics of the process
is approximated by a deterministic one, meaning that states no longer evolve
through discrete jumps based on the interleaved state changes of individuals.
Instead the state variables are assumed to be subject to continuous change expressed by means of a set of differential equations. The correctness of this approach is guaranteed by limit theorems [34, 21, 22], showing the convergence of
the CTMC to the fluid ODE for systems of increasing population size.
On the one hand, fluid approximation has been used in the context of stochastic process algebras mainly to approximately compute the average transient dynamics, or to approximate the average steady state, when possible [49, 48]. It
has also been used to estimate fluid passage times [25, 26].
On the other hand, stochastic process algebra models can also be analysed
using quantitative model checking. These techniques have a long tradition in
computer science and provide powerful ways of querying a model and extracting
information about its behaviour. In the case of stochastic model checking, there
are some consolidated approaches, principally based on checking Continuous
Stochastic Logic (CSL) formulae [5, 4, 45], and these are supported by software
tools which are in widespread use [36, 37]. All these methods, however, suffer
(in a more or less relevant way) from the curse of state space explosion, which
severely hampers their practical applicability particularly for population models.
One possibility to mitigate the state space explosion problem is to combine
fluid approximation techniques with stochastic model checking, obtaining efficient approximate algorithms for checking formulae against population models.
In this tutorial, we will present a first attempt in this direction [12, 13], in which
mean field approximation is used to carry out approximate model checking of
behaviours of individual agents in large population models, specified as CSL formulae. This is made possible by a corollary of the fluid convergence theorems,
known by the name of fast simulation [24, 22], which characterises the limit behaviour of a single agent in terms of the solution of the fluid equation: the agent
senses the rest of the population only through its “average” evolution, as given
by the fluid equation. The idea of [12, 13] is to check individual properties in this
limit model, rather than on the full model with N interacting agents. In fact,
extracting metrics from the description of the global system can be extremely
expensive from a computational point of view. Fast simulation, instead, is a very
2

compact abstraction of the system and the evolution of a single agent (or of a
subset of agents) can be computed efficiently, by decoupling its evolution from
the evolution of its environment and hence reducing the dimensionality of the
state space by several orders of magnitude. A central feature of the abstraction
based on fluid approximation is that the limit model of an individual agent is
a time-inhomogeneous CTMC (ICTMC). This introduces some additional complexity in the approach, as model checking of ICTMC is far more difficult than
the homogeneous-time counterpart. Nevertheless we can learn from the previous techniques for model-checking CSL properties on time-homogeneous CTMC,
and develop suitable approaches for ICTMCs.
In this tutorial, we will present the work of [12, 13] in detail, using a network
epidemic model as a simple running example. We will start by setting the context
by presenting a simple modelling language for population CTMC (Section 2),
discussing CSL and properties for individual agent (Section 3), and introducing
some fundamental concepts about fluid approximation and fast simulation (Section 4). We will then turn to explain in detail the model checking procedure for
ICTMC, considering first non-nested properties (Section 5), and then turning to
nested CSL formulae (Section 7). The difficulty in this case is that the truth of
a formula depends on the time at which the formula is evaluated, hence we need
algorithms to compute this functional dependence (Section 6). The algorithms
to model check nested formulae are presented only informally, by means of the
running example (Section 7). We also discuss briefly two theoretical aspects of
the work in [12, 13], namely decidability of the model checking algorithm for
ICTMC and convergence of the truth value of CSL formulae for an individual in
a system with a finite population level to the truth for the limit individual model
(Section 8). We discuss the related work in Section 9 and finally, we sketch some
conclusions in Section 10.

2

Population Models

In this section, we will introduce a simple language to construct Markov models of populations of interacting agents. We will consider models of processes
evolving in continuous time, although a similar theory can be considered for
discrete-time models (see, for instance, [14]). In principle, we can have different
classes of agents, and many agents for each class in the system. Furthermore, the
number of agents can change at runtime, due to birth or death events. Models of
this kind include computer networks, where each node (e.g. server, client) of the
network is an agent [38], biological systems (in which molecules are the agents)
[47], ecological systems (in which individual animals are the agents) [11], and
so on. However, to keep notation simple, we will assume here that the number of agents is constant and equal to N (making a closed world assumption).
Furthermore, in the notation we do not distinguish between different classes of
agents.
In particular, let us assume that each agent is a finite state machine, with internal states taken from a finite set S, and labelled by integers: S = {1, 2, . . . , n}.
3

We have a population of N agents, and denote the state of agent i at time t, for
(N )
i = 1, . . . , N , by Yi (t) ∈ S. Note that we made explicit the dependence on N ,
the total population size.
(N )
(N )
A configuration of a system is thus represented by the tuple (Y1 , . . . , YN ).
This represention is based on treating each agent as a distinct individual with
identity conferred by the position in the vector. However, when dealing with population models, it is customary to assume that single agents in the same internal
state cannot be distinguished, hence we can move from the individual representation to the collective representation by introducing n variables counting how
many agents are in each state. Hence, we define
(N )

Xj

=

N
X

(N )

1{Yi

= j}.

(1)

i=1
(N )

(N )

Note that the vector X(N ) = (X1 , . . . , Xn ) has a dimension independent of
N , and will be equivalently referred to as the collective, population, or counting
(N )
vector. The domain of each variable Xj is obviously {0, . . . , N }, and, by the
Pn
(N )
closed world assumption, it holds that j=1 Xj = N . Let us denote with S (N )
n
the subset of vectors of {1, . . . , N } that satisfy such constraint.
Up to now, we just described the state space of our population models. In
order to capture their dynamics, we will specify a set of possible events, or
transitions, that can change the state of the system. Each such event will involve
just a small, fixed, number of agents, usually one or two, but we will in any case
describe it from the perspective of the collective system.
Events are stochastic, and take an exponentially distributed time to happen,
with a rate depending on the current global state of the system. Hence, each
event will be specified by a rate function, and by a set of update rules, telling
us how many and which agents are involved and how they will change state.
The set of events, or transitions, T (N ) , is made up of elements τ ∈ T (N ) , which
(N )
are pairs τ = (Rτ , rτ ). More specifically, Rτ is a multi-set of update rules of
the form i → j, specifying that an agent changes state from i to j when the
event fires. As Rτ is a multiset, we can describe events in which two or more
agents in state i synchronise and change state to j. The exact number of agents
synchronising can be extracted looking at the multiplicity of rule i → j in Rτ ;
let us denote such a number by mτ,i→j . Note also that Rτ is independent of N ,
so that each transition involves a finite and fixed number of individuals.
In order to model the effect of event τ on the population vector, we will construct
from Rτ the update vector vτ in the following way:
X
X
vτ,i =
mτ,i→j ej −
mτ,i→j ei ,
(i→j)∈Rτ

(i→j)∈Rτ

where ei is the vector equal to one in position i and zero elsewhere. Then, event
τ changes the state from X(N ) to X(N ) + vτ .
(N )
The other component of event τ is the rate function rτ : S (N ) → R≥0 , which
4
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Fig. 1. States and transitions of a single computer in the p2p network epidemic model.

depends on the current state of the system, and specifies the speed of the corresponding transition. It is assumed to be equal to zero if there are not enough
agents available to perform a τ transition, and it is required to be Lipschitz
continuous (when interpreted as a function on real numbers).
All these bits of information are collected together in the population model
(N )
(N )
X
= (X(N ) , T (N ) , x0 ), where x0 is the initial state. Given such a model,
it is straightforward to construct the CTMC X(N ) (t) associated with it, exhibiting its infinitesimal generator matrix. First, its state space is S (N ) , while its
infinitesimal generator matrix Q(N ) is the |S (N ) | × |S (N ) | matrix defined by
(N )

qx,x0 =

X

{rτ (x) | τ ∈ T , x0 = x + vτ }.

Remark 1. We note here that in this formalism we can still easily model multiple
classes of agents. This can be done by partitioning the state space S into subsets,
and allowing state changes only within a single subset. Furthermore, the rule set
can be easily modified to include the possibility of birth and death events: we
just need to add rules of the form ∅ → i (birth of an agent in state i) or i → ∅
(death of an agent in state i). Most of the theory presented below works for open
models as well, see [13] for further details, but here we stick to the closed world
assumption to simplify the presentation.
5

2.1

Running Example: a Worm Epidemic in a P2P Network

We introduce now the running example of this tutorial, which will be used to discuss the main ideas and algorithms. We consider a model of a worm epidemic in
a peer-to-peer (P2P) network, which is comprised of N computers. For simplicity, we ignore new connections and disconnections, so that the number of nodes
is constant (thus keeping the closed world assumption). Initially, nodes are vulnerable to the infection (susceptible S), and they can be infected by the worm
in two ways, either by external infection (ext inf), for instance by receiving an
infected email message, or by the malicious action of an active infected node
(infect). Infected nodes can themselves be in two states: active and inactive.
An inactive infected node remains dormant and does not spread infection. In
this way, the worm is harder to detect. An active node, instead, spreads the infection by sending messages to other computers in the network. The worm policy
is to alternate between active and inactive states (activate and deactivate),
to minimise the chances of being patched. All newly infected nodes start in
the inactive state. Patching happens in all computers of the network (patch s,
patch d, and patch i), but we assume that the patching rate is higher for active
nodes (patch i), due to their anomalous activity in the P2P network. Patched
nodes are immune, and cannot be infected by the worm. However, after some
time the worm mutates, and immunity is lost (loss). A diagrammatic view of a
network node is given in Figure 1.
To describe this system in the modelling language of this section, we need to
specify the collective variables, which in this case are four: Xs , for susceptible
nodes, Xd , for infected and dormant nodes, Xi for infected and active nodes,
and Xp for patched nodes. Furthermore, we need 8 transitions or events whose
rate and rule sets are described below:
(N )

ext inf:
Rext inf = {s → d},
rext inf = kext Xs ;
(N )
k
infect:
Rinfect = {s → d, i → i}, rinfect = inf
N Xs Xi ;
(N )
activate: Ractivate = {d → i},
ractivate = kact Xd ;
(N )
deactivate: Rdeactivate = {i → d},
rdeactivate = kdeact Xi ;
(N )
Rpatch s = {s → p},
rpatch s = klow Xs ;
patch s:
(N )
Rpatch d = {d → p},
rpatch d = klow Xd ;
patch d:
(N )
patch i:
Rpatch i = {i → p},
rpatch i = khigh Xi ;
(N )
loss:
Rloss = {p → s},
rloss = kl Xp ;
In the previous list, the symbols k· appearing in the rate functions are model
parameters that describe the rate of an action involving a single object or a
single pair of objects (for infect). Note that the parameter for the internal infection rate is divided by N . This corresponds to the classical density dependent
assumption for epidemic models: each infected node sends messages to other
random network nodes with rate ki , thus hitting a susceptible node with probability Xs /N . The total rate of infection is then obtained by multiplying ki Xs /N
by the number of infected nodes Xi .
6

3

Individual Agents Properties

We turn now to discuss the class of properties we are interested to check. As
announced in the introduction, we will focus on individual agents, asking questions about the behaviour of an arbitrary individual agent in the system. These
properties are quite common in performance models and in network epidemics
[26], whenever we are interested in checking some aspect of the system from the
point of view of a single user. For instance, in client/server systems, we may
be interested in quality-of-service metrics, like the expected service time [38]. In
network epidemics, instead, we may be interested in properties connected with
the probability of a single node being infected in a certain amount of time, or in
the probability of being patched before being infected [31]. Other classes of systems can be naturally queried from the perspective of a single agent, including
ecological models [46] (survival chances of an individual or foraging patterns),
single enzyme kinetics in biochemistry [43] (performance of an enzyme), but also
crowd models [39] or public transportation models in a smart city.
Running example. Some properties of interest of individual nodes in the worm
epidemic model are listed below:
– What is the probability of a node being infected within T units of time?
– Is the probability of a single node remaining infected for T units of time
smaller than p1 ?
– Is the probability of a node being patched before getting infected larger than
p2 ?
– What is the probability of being patched within time T1 , and then remaining
uninfected with probability at least p3 for T2 units of time?
What is shared by all those properties is the fact that they can be expressed
in Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) [5], a well known extension to the stochastic setting of the non-deterministic Computational Tree Logic [20], which is also
supported by the probabilistic model checker PRISM [37]. We will now introduce CSL, and then show how the previous properties can be expressed in this
language.
3.1

Continuous Stochastic Logic

In this section we consider generic labelled stochastic processes [4, 5]. A labelled
stochastic process is a random process Z(t), with state space S and a labelling
function L : S → 2P , associating with each state s ∈ S, a subset of atomic
propositions L(s) ⊂ P = {a1 , . . . , ak . . .} true in that state: each atomic proposition ai ∈ P is true in s if and only if ai ∈ L(s). We require that all subsets of
paths considered are measurable3 .
3

Measurability is a technical condition that guarantees that the probability of a set
is defined.
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This is a very general definition, and encompasses all the cases we will encounter in the rest of the paper: CTMC, time-inhomogeneous CTMC, projections
of CTMC on a subset of variables. In particular, the condition on measurability
will always be satisfied. From now on, we always assume we are working with
labelled stochastic processes.
t1
t0
. . ., such that the probabils1 −→
A path of Z(t) is a sequence σ = s0 −→
Pi
ity of going from si to si+1 at time tσ [i] = j=0 tj , is greater than zero. For
CTMCs, this condition is equivalent to qsi ,si+1 (tσ [i]) > 0, where Q = (qij ) is the
infinitesimal generator matrix. We denote by σ@t the state of σ at time t, with
σ[i] the i-th state of σ, and with tσ [i] the time of the i-th jump in σ.
A time-bounded CSL formula ϕ is defined by the following syntax:
ϕ ::= true | a | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ | P./p (ψ)
ψ ::= X[T1 ,T2 ] ϕ | ϕ1 U[T1 ,T2 ] ϕ2
where a is an atomic proposition, p ∈ [0, 1] and ./∈ {<, >, ≤, ≥}. ϕ are known
as state formulae and ψ are path formulae.
The satisfiability relation of ϕ with respect to a labelled stochastic process
Z(t) is given by the following rules:
– s, t0 |= a if and only if a ∈ L(s);
– s, t0 |= ¬ϕ if and only if s, t0 6|= ϕ;
– s, t0 |= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 if and only if s, t0 |= ϕ1 and s, t0 |= ϕ2 ;
– s, t0 |= P./p (ψ) if and only if P{σ | σ, t0 |= ψ} ./ p.
– σ, t0 |= X[T1 ,T2 ] ϕ if and only if tσ [1] ∈ [T1 , T2 ] and σ[1], t0 + tσ [1] |= ϕ.
– σ, t0 |= ϕ1 U[T1 ,T2 ] ϕ2 if and only if ∃t̄ ∈ [t0 + T1 , t0 + T2 ] s.t. σ@t̄, t̄ |= ϕ2 and
∀t0 ≤ t < t̄, σ@t, t |= ϕ1 .
Note that the restriction to the time-bounded fragment of CSL means that
we do not consider the steady state operator and we allow only time-bounded
properties. This last restriction is connected with the nature of the fluid approximation (see Theorems 1 and 2 below), which hold only on finite time horizons.
See [12, 13] and Section 7 for further details.
Running example. Consider the informal properties of the network epidemic
model listed at the beginning of this section. We can easily rephrase them as CSL
formulae (either state or path formulae), using the following atomic propositions,
interpreted in the obvious way on the states of Figure 1: ainf ected , apatched . In
the following, we use the convention that path formulae are denoted by ψ and
state formulae are denoted by ϕ.
– ψ1 = F [0,T ] ainf ected (a node is infected within T units of time);
– ϕ1 = P<p1 (G[0,T ] ainf ected ) (the probability of a single node remaining infected for T units of time is smaller than p1 );
8

– ϕ2 = P>p2 (¬ainf ected U[0,T ] apatched ) (the probability of a node being patched
before getting infected is larger than p2 );
– ψ2 = F [0,T1 ] (apatched ∧ P≥p3 (G[0,T2 ] ¬ainf ected )) (a node is patched within
time T1 , and then remains not infected with probability at least p3 for T2
units of time).
where F [0,T ] ϕ is an abbreviation for true U[0,T ] ϕ and G[0,T ] is an abbreviation
for ¬F [0,T ] ¬ϕ.
Model checking of CSL formulae for time-homogeneous CTMC proceeds
bottom-up on the parse tree of the formula [5]. Checking atomic propositions
and boolean operators is trivial. The difficult part is to compute the probability
of path formulae. Then this probability is compared with the threshold in the
quantifier operator to establish the truth of quantified path formulae. Computing the probability of a next CSL formula P./p (X[T1 ,T2 ] ϕ) is usually reduced to
the computation of the integral, based on the probability of making a jump in
the time interval and the probability that the new state satisfies ϕ. For a timehomogeneous CTMC this can be solved analytically. Dealing with until CSL
formula P./p (ϕ1 U[T1 ,T2 ] ϕ2 ) is more complex. For a time-homogeneous CTMC
Z(t), it can be reduced to the computation of two reachability problems, which
themselves can be solved by transient analysis [5]. In particular, consider the sets
of states U = J¬ϕ1 K and G = Jϕ2 K and compute the probability of going from
state s1 6∈ U to a state s2 6∈ U in T1 time units, in the CTMC in which all U -states
are made absorbing, πs11 ,s2 (T1 ). Furthermore, consider the modified CTMC in
which all U and G states are made absorbing, and denote by πs22 ,s3 (T2 − T1 ) the
probability of going from a state s2 6∈ U to a state s3 ∈ G in T2 − T1 units of
time in such a CTMC. Then
P the probability of the until formula in state s can
be computed as Ps (ϕ) = s3 ∈G,s2 6∈U πs11 ,s2 (T1 )πs22 ,s3 (T2 − T1 ). The probabilities
π 1 and π 2 can be computed using standard methods for transient analysis (e.g.
by uniformisation [28] or by solving the Kolmogorov equations [42]).

4

Fluid Approximation

In this section we will introduce some concepts of fluid approximation and mean
field theory. The basic idea is to approximate a CTMC by an Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE), which can be interpreted in two different ways: it
can be seen as an approximation of the average of the system (usually a first
order approximation, see [15, 50]), or as an approximate description of system
trajectories for large populations. We will focus on this second interpretation,
which corresponds to a functional version of the law of large numbers: instead
of having a sequence of random variables, like the sample mean, converging to a
deterministic value, like the true mean, in this case we have a sequence of CTMC
(which can be seen as random trajectories in Rn ) for increasing population size,
which converge to a deterministic trajectory, the solution of the fluid ODE.
9

In order to properly speak about convergence, we need to formally define the
sequence of CTMC to be considered. The collective model of Section 2 depends
on the total population N , yet models of different population sizes cannot be
directly compared, as it would not make sense to compute a distance between
a population of the size of hundreds with a population of the size of billions:
the distance will be astronomically large because of the difference in population
sizes. Hence, to make the comparison meaningful, we normalise the populations,
by dividing each variable for the total population N . In this way, the normalised
(N )
population variables X̂(N ) = XN , or population densities, will always range
between 0 and 1 (for the closed world models we consider here), and so the
behaviour for different population sizes can be compared. In the case of a constant population, normalised variables are usually referred to as the occupancy
measure, as they represent the fraction of agents in each state.
When we perform the normalisation, we need to impose an appropriate scaling to update vectors, initial conditions, and rate functions of the normalised
models. Let X (N ) = (X(N ) , T (N ) , X0 (N ) ) be the non-normalised model with to(N )
tal population N and X̂ (N ) = (X̂(N ) , T̂ (N ) , X̂0 ) the corresponding normalised
model. We require that:
(N )

– initial conditions scale appropriately: X̂0

=

X0 (N )
N ;
(N )

(N )

– for each transition (Rτ , rτ (X)) of the non-normalised model, define r̂τ (X̂)
to be the rate function expressed in the normalised variables (obtained from
(N )
by a change of variables). The corresponding transition in the norrτ
(N )
malised model is (Rτ , r̂τ (X̂)), with update vector equal to N1 vτ .
We further assume, for each transition τ , that there exists a bounded and Lipschitz continuous function fτ (X̂) : E → Rn on normalised variables (where E
(N )
contains all domains of all X̂ (N ) ), independent of N , such that N1 r̂τ (x) → fτ (x)
uniformly on E. In accordance with the previous subsection, we will denote the
state of the CTMC of the N -th non-normalised (resp. normalised) model at time
t as X(N ) (t) (resp. X̂(N ) (t)).
Running example. Consider again the network epidemic model, which is easily seen to satisfy all the assumptions before. The conditions for the rate functions are easily verified. They hold trivially for linear rate functions, for instance
kext Xs = N kext XNs , and they also hold for the non-linear rate function modelling
internal infections, due to the density dependent scaling of the rate constant with
k
Xs Xi
respect to the total population N , i.e. inf
N Xs Xi = N kinf N N .
4.1

Deterministic limit theorem

In order to present the “classic” deterministic limit theorem, consider a sequence
of normalised models X̂ (N ) and let vτ be the (non-normalised) update vectors.
The drift F (N ) (X̂) of X̂ , which is formally the mean instantaneous increment of
10

model variables in state X̂, is defined as
F (N ) (X̂) =

X 1
vτ r̂τ(N ) (X̂)
N

(2)

τ ∈T̂

Furthermore, let fτ : E → Rn , τ ∈ T̂ be the limit rate functions of transitions
of X̂ (N ) . The limit drift of the model X̂ (N ) is therefore
X
F (X̂) =
vτ fτ (X̂),
(3)
τ ∈T̂

and F (N ) (x) → F (x) uniformly as N −→ ∞, as easily checked. The fluid ODE
is
dx
= F (x), with x(0) = x0 ∈ S.
dt
Given that F is Lipschitz in E (since all fτ are), this ODE has a unique solution
x(t) in E starting from x0 . Then, one can prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1 (Deterministic approximation [34, 21]). Let the sequence
X̂(N ) (t) of Markov processes and x(t) be defined as before, and assume that
there is some point x0 ∈ S such that X̂(N ) (0) → x0 in probability. Then, for
any finite time horizon T < ∞, it holds that as N −→ ∞:


(N )
P sup ||X̂ (t) − x(t)|| > ε → 0.
0≤t≤T

Running example. Focus on the internal infection infect. It can be easily
seen that the update vector associated with the rule set Rinfect is vinfect =
(−1, 1, 0, 0), given the ordering (s, d, i, p) of S. Similarly for each of the other
transitions. Hence, we obtain the following set of fluid ODEs, whose solution
is compared with single trajectories of the CTMC, for different populations, in
Figure 2:

dx (t)

 s
= −kext xs − kinf xs xi − klow xs + kloss xp


dt




dxd (t)


= kext xs + kinf xs xi − kact xd − klow xd + kdeact xi

dt
(4)

dxi (t)


= kact xd − kdeact xi − khigh xi


dt





 dxp (t) = klow xs + klow xd + khigh xi − kloss xp
dt
4.2

Fast simulation

We now consider what happens to a single individual in the population when
the population size goes to infinity. Even if the collective behaviour tends to a
11
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the limit fluid ODE and a single stochastic trajectory
of the network epidemic example, for total populations N = 100 and N = 1000.
Parameters of the model are kext = 0.01, kinf = 5, kact = 0.1, kdeact = 0.1, klow =
0.005, khigh = 0.1, kloss = 0.005, while initial conditions are X̄s (0) = 1, X̄d (0) = 0,
X̄i (0) = 0, and X̄p (0) = 0.

deterministic process, an individual agent will still behave randomly. However,
the fluid limit theorem implies that the dynamics of a single agent, in the limit,
becomes independent of other agents, and it will sense them only through the
collective system state, described by the fluid limit. This asymptotic decoupling
allows us to find a simple, time-inhomogenous, Markov chain for the evolution
of the single agent, a result often known as fast simulation [22, 24].
(N )

Let us explain this point formally. We focus on a single individual Yh (t),
which is a (Markov) process on the state space S = {1, . . . , n}, conditional on
12

the global state of the population X̂(N ) (t). Denote by Q(N ) (x) the infinitesimal
(N )
generator matrix of Yh , described as a function of the normalised state of the
population X̂(N ) = x, i.e.
(N )

P{Yh

(N )

(t + dt) = j | Yh

(N )

(t) = i, X̂(N ) (t) = x} = qi,j (x)dt.
(N )

We stress that Q(N ) (x) describes the exact dynamics of Yh , conditional
on X̂(N ) (t), and that this process is not independent of X̂(N ) (t). In fact, the
(N )
marginal distribution of Yh (t) is not a Markov process.
This means that in order to capture its evolution in a Markovian setting, one
(N )
has to consider the whole Markov chain (Yh (t), X̂(N ) (t)).
The rate matrix Q(N ) (x) can be constructed from the rate functions of global
transitions by computing the fraction of the global rate seen by an individual
(N )
agent that can perform it. To be more precise, let rτ (X) be the rate function
of transition τ , and suppose i → j ∈ Rτ (and each update rule in Rτ has
(N )
multiplicity one). Then, transition τ will contribute to the ij-entry qij (X) of
the matrix Q(N ) (X) with the term

1 (N )
Xi rτ (X)

=

1 (N )
r̂τ (X̂),
X̂i

which converges

1
f (X̂).
X̂i τ

to
Additional details about this construction (taking multiplicities
properly into account) can be found in [12, 13], see also the example below. From
the previous discussion, it follows that the local rate matrix Q(N ) (x) converges
(N )
uniformly to a rate matrix Q(x), in which all rate functions r̂τ are replaced
by their limit fτ . We now define two processes:
– Z (N ) (t), which is the stochastic process describing the state of a random
(N )
individual Yh (t) in a population of size N , marginalised with respect to
the collective state X̂(N ) (t).
– z(t), which is a time-inhomogeneous CTMC (ICTMC), on the same state
space S of Z (N ) , with time-dependent rate matrix Q(x̂(t)), where x̂(t) is the
solution of the fluid equation.
The following theorem can be proved [22]:
Theorem 2 (Fast simulation theorem). For any T < ∞, P{Z (N ) (t) 6=
z(t), for some t ≤ T } → 0, as N → ∞.
This theorem states that, in the limit of an infinite population, each agent
will behave independently from all the others, sensing only the mean state of
the global system, described by the fluid limit x(t). This asymptotic decoupling
of the system, which can be generalised to any subset of k ≥ 1 agents, is also
known in the literature under the name of propagation of chaos [9].
Running example. Consider again the worm epidemic, and focus on a single
node in the network. In order to construct the local rate matrix Q(N ) (x), we
need to consider each single transition and compute the portion of rate function
seen from a single node, dividing by the population variable corresponding to
13
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the solution of the Kolmogorov equations for the limit
model of an individual agent and an estimate of the solution for an individual agent
in a finite population, of size N = 100 or N = 1000. The estimate for the finite
population has been obtained by statistical means, taking the sample average of the
indicator functions of each local state, for a grid of 1000 time points. Averages have
been taken from 10000 samples. Parameters of the model are as in Figure 2.

the local state involved in the transition. With reference to Figure 1, we obtain
the following local rate functions:
14

ext inf:

s → d,

infect:

s → d,

activate:

d → i,

deactivate: i → d,
patch s:

s → p,

patch d:

d → p,

patch i:

i → p,

loss:

p → s,

1 (N )
r
= kext ;
Xs ext inf
1 (N )
1
rinfect = kinf Xi = kinf X̂i ;
Xs
N
1 (N )
r
= kact ;
Xd activate
1 (N )
r
= kdeact ;
Xi deactivate
1 (N )
= klow ;
r
Xs patch s
1 (N )
r
= klow ;
Xd patch d
1 (N )
= khigh ;
r
Xi patch i
1 (N )
r
= kloss ;
Xp loss

Note that all the local rate functions are independent of N , and so Q(N ) (x) =
Q(x). Ordering S as (s, d, i, p), it follows that


−kext − kinf xi − klow kext + kinf xi
0
klow

0
−kact − klow
kact
klow 

Q(x) = 

0
kdeact
−kdeact − khigh khigh 
kloss
0
0
− kloss
Therefore, the limit ICTMC of an individual agent depends on the solution of
the fluid equation only via the fraction of infected and active nodes, xi (t). A
numerical comparison of the transient probability for the limit individual agent
z(t) and an individual agent Z (N ) (t) in a finite population model (for N = 100
and N = 1000) is shown in Figure 3. For N = 1000, it is almost impossible to
distinguish between the two transient probabilities.

5

Checking CSL properties for individual agents

CSL model checking is computationally expensive and can become prohibitively
so for large CTMC models, such as population models. The same is true of
transient analysis of CTMCs but fluid approximation has provided a highly
efficient means to obtain high quality approximations for population models in
this case. Therefore it is natural to consider whether fluid approximation can
also be exploited to find good, efficient approximations in CSL model checking.
For properties that relate to a single arbitrary agent in a population model, we
will demonstrate that this is indeed the case if we exploit the fast simulation
property established in Theorem 2.
In the fluid approximation of a CSL property ϕ for an arbitrary individual
agent Z (N ) (t) in a population of size N we exploit Theorem 2 and replace Z (N ) (t)
by its fluid limit z(t), checking ϕ on z(t). The essential advantage in doing this is
15

that, in order to properly compute the satisfaction of CSL formulae for Z (N ) (t)
we need to take into account the whole population model X̂(N ) (t). This results in
a huge state space that is out of reach of CSL model checkers. Simulation-based
methods, like statistical model checking [29], may be exploited for this purpose
for moderately sized populations (this is what we do to compare our approximate
method with the results for the proper stochastic model), but simulation becomes
extremely costly when the population increases.
As we will show in the rest of the chapter, checking properties on z(t) is much
more efficient, and the error seems to remain small. In addition to experimental
validation, Theorem 2 provides us with the means of formally showing that
the result of checking CSL properties on z(t) and on Z (N ) (t) will be the same,
provided N is sufficiently large.
In replacing Z (N ) (t) with z(t), however, we have to face the fact that z(t) is
a time-inhomogeneous CTMC. It turns out that working with ICTMC is much
more complex, because of the dependency of the satisfaction of a formula on
time. In fact, if we inspect the definition of CSL semantics in Section 3.1, we can
observe that the satisfaction relation depends on a state of the model and on the
time at which the formula is evaluated. This particularly affects the computation
of the probabilities of path formulae. In the case of time-homogeneous CTMC,
time dependency is not an issue, as rates are constant, hence starting the system
at time t0 > 0 is the same as starting it at time 0. But when rates depend on
time, this is no longer the case. What can happen is schematically depicted in
the figure below.
true
T(ϕ, s, t)
p
Ps (ψ, t)
t

false

In this figure, we show a hypothetical scenario in which the probability of a
path formula ψ is plotted against the time t at which the formula is evaluated.
When we compare this function with the threshold p in the probability operator
of ϕ = P./p (ψ), it can happen that this function is above p for some time
instants and below it for some other time instants. It follows that the truth
T(ϕ, s, t) of a CSL temporal formula in a state s ∈ S, can itself depend on the
time at which the formula is evaluated. This makes CSL model checking for
time-inhomogeneous CTMC a much more delicate business: we need to compute
not a single probability for a path formula, but its probability as a function of
time, and we further need to take into account the time-dependent truth of CSL
formulae when checking nested formulae.
In the rest of the chapter, we will first discuss how to compute next state
and reachability probabilities (the two main building blocks of CSL algorithms)
when the next-state set or the goal/unsafe sets are independent of time (Sections 5.1 and 5.2), facing also the problem of computing the dependency of such
16

probabilities on the initial time (Section 6). Then, we will move to nested CSL
formulae, and give an intuition on how to compute path probabilities in the case
of nested temporal operators (Section 7). Finally, in Section 8 we will briefly discuss theoretical properties, like decidability of the algorithms and convergence
of CSL truth as population increases.
5.1

Next State Probabilities

In this section, we will show how to compute the probability that the next state
in which an agent jumps belongs to a given set of states S0 ⊆ S, constraining
the jump to happen between time [t0 + T1 , t0 + T2 ], where t0 is the current time.
This is clearly at the basis of the computation of the probability of next path
formulae.
Let Z(t) be a CTMC with state space S and infinitesimal generator matrix
Q(t). We indicate with Pnext (Z, t0 , T1 , T2 , S0 )[s] the probability of the set of
trajectories of Z jumping into a state in S0 , starting at time t0 in state s, within
time [t0 + T1 , t0 + T2 ]. Hence, Pnext (Z, t0 , T1 , T2 , S0 ) is a vector of probabilities,
one for each state s ∈ S.
For any fixed t0 , the probability Pnext (Z, t0 , T1 , T2 , S0 )[s] is given by the
following integral [51, 30]
Z

t0 +T2

Pnext (Z, t0 , T1 , T2 , S0 )[s] =

qs,S0 (t) · e−Λ(t0 ,t)[s] dt,

(5)

t0 +T1

Z

t

−qs,s (τ )dτ is the cumulative exit rate of state s from time
P
t0 to time t, and qs,S0 (t) = s0 ∈S0 ,s0 6=s qs,s0 (t) is the rate of jumping from s to
a state s0 ∈ S0 , s0 6= s, at time t.
Equation 5 can be explained as follows: first of all, remember that for an
exponential distribution, the probability density of the first jump happening
at time t, given that we are in state s at time t0 , is Λ(t0 , t)[s]e−Λ(t0 ,t)[s] . For
a time homogeneous CTMC, it holds that Λ(t0 , t)[s] = λs (t − t0 ), where λs
is the exit rate from state s, hence the density takes the more common form.
Furthermore, if we jump at time t, then the probability of landing in a state of
S0 is qs,S0 (t)/Λ(t0 , t)[s]. Multiplying this for the probability density above, we
obtain the probability density of jumping in a state of S0 at time t, which is the
argument of the integral (5). Then we only need to integrate it from time t0 + T1
to time t0 + T2 to compute the desired quantity.
In order to practically compute Pnext (Z, t0 , T1 , T2 , S0 )[s] for a given t0 , we
can either numerically compute the integral, or transform it into a differential
equation, and integrate the so-obtained ODE with standard numerical methods.
This second method is preferrable, as it can be extended to compute the next
probability as a function of the initial time, see Section 6. More specifically, we
can introduce two variables, P (giving the desired probability) and L (giving the
cumulative rate Λ), initialise P (t0 + T1 ) = 0 and L(t0 + T1 ) = Λ(t0 , t0 + T1 ), and
where Λ(t0 , t)[s] =

t0
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Fig. 4. Path probability of X[0,T ] ainf ected , as a function of T , starting in state s at
time 0. The fluid approximation (continuous line) is compared with the statistical
estimate (computed using statistical model checking out of an ensemble of 10000 runs)
for population levels of N = 100 and N = 1000. Binomial confidence intervals are
reported in the plot (they are quite narrow) and parameters of the model are as in
Figure 2.

then integrate the following two ODEs from time t0 + T1 to time t0 + T2 :

d

−L(t)

 P (t) = qs,S0 (t) · e
dt


 d L(t) = −qs,s (t)
dt

(6)

Running example. We consider the path formula ψ = X[T1 ,T2 ] ainf ected , which
expresses the fact that a node of the network will change state between time
t0 + T1 and t0 + T2 , and it will become (or remain) infected. In Figure 4, we
show the probability of the path formula for the fluid limit model of a single
node in the network, initially in the susceptible state s, for t0 = 0 and T1 = 0,
as a function of T2 = T .
5.2

Reachability Probabilities

We now turn to the computation of reachability probabilities of an individual
agent. Essentially, we want to compute the probability of the set of traces reaching some goal state G ⊆ S within T units of time, given that we are in state
s ∈ S at time t0 , and avoiding unsafe states U ⊆ S, which will be denoted by
Preach (Z, t0 , T, G, U )[s], where Z(t) is a ICTMC on S, with rate matrix Q(t) and
initial state Z(0) = Z0 ∈ S.
The computation of reachability probabilities is the key operation needed
to compute probabilities of until formulae. In fact, the probability of the path
18

formula ϕ1 U[0,T ] ϕ2 is the probability of reaching a goal set G = {s | s |= ϕ2 },
avoiding unsafe states U = {s | s |= ¬ϕ1 }. Here we are assuming the satisfaction
of ϕ1 and ϕ2 does not depend on time. We will solve this reachability problem
in a standard way, by reducing it to the computation of transient probabilities
in a modified ICTMC [5], similarly to [18].
Let Π(t1 , t2 ) be the probability matrix of Z(t), in which entry πs1 ,s2 (t1 , t2 )
gives the probability of being in state s2 at time t2 , given that Z was in state
s1 at time t1 . The Kolmogorov forward and backward equations [42] describe the
time evolution of Π(t1 , t2 ) as a function of t2 and t1 , respectively. More precisely,
the forward equation is
∂Π(t1 , t2 )
= Π(t1 , t2 )Q(t2 ),
∂t2
while the backward equation is
∂Π(t1 , t2 )
= −Q(t1 )Π(t1 , t2 ).
∂t1
The probability Preach (Z, t0 , T, G, U ), for a given initial time t0 , can be solved
integrating the forward Kolmogorov equation (with initial value given by the
identity matrix) in the ICTMC Z 0 (t) in which all unsafe states and goal states are
made absorbing [5]. The infinitesimal generator matrix Q0 (t) of Z 0 (t) is obtained
from Q(t) by setting qs0 1 ,s2 (t) = 0, for each s1 ∈ G ∪ U .
In particular, Preach (Z, t0 , T, G, U ) = Π 0 (t0 , t0 + T )eG , where eG is an n × 1
vector equal to 1 if s ∈ G and 0 otherwise, and Π 0 is the probability matrix
of the modified ICTMC Z 0 .4 We emphasise that, in order for the initial value
problem defined by the Kolmogorov forward equation to be well posed, the
infinitesimal generator matrix Q(t) has to be sufficiently regular (e.g. bounded
and integrable).
Running example. Consider again the running example, and the path formula
ψ1 = F [0,T ] ainf ected , expressing the fact that a node will be infected within T
units of time, starting from time t0 . The path probability of ψ1 can be recast
into the computation of a reachability probability, with goal set G = {d, i} and
unsafe set U = ∅. Applying the method discussed above, we just need to compute
the transient probability for the ICTMC with rate matrix


−kext − kinf xi − klow kext + kinf xi 0 klow


0
0
0
0

Q0 (x) = 


0
0
0
0
kloss
0
0 − kloss
in which states d and i are made absorbing. The result, starting from t0 = 0 and
as a function of T , is shown in Figure 5(a).
4

Clearly, alternative ways of computing the transient probability, like uniformization
for ICTMC [3], could also be used. However, we stick to the ODE formulation in
order to deal with dependency on the initial time t0 .
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(b) ¬ainf ected U[0,T ] apatched

Fig. 5. Path probability of the formulas F [0,T ] ainf ected and ¬ainf ected U[0,T ] apatched , as
a function of T , starting in state s at time 0. The fluid approximation (continuous line)
is compared with the statistical estimate (computed using statistical model checking
out of an ensemble of 10000 runs) for population levels of N = 100 and N = 1000.
Binomial confidence intervals are reported in the plot, and parameters of the model
are as in Figure 2.

In Figure 5(b), instead, we show the result of computing the probability of the
path formula ψ3 = anot inf ected U[0,T ] apatched , for t0 = 0, as a function of T . Here,
we just need to compute the reachability probability for the goal set G = {p}
and unsafe set U = S \ {s, p} = {d, i}.
20

6

Time Dependent Path Probabilities

In this section we will present a method to compute next state and reachability
probabilities as a function of the time t0 at which the property is evaluated. As
we have already discussed, this is the crucial step to check nested CSL formulae.
In fact, the satisfaction of a CSL formula depends on the time at which the
formula is evaluated. This is particularly the case for a quantified path formula
like ϕ = P≤p (ψ), where ψ can be an until or a next formula. In this case, the
probability of the path formula ψ from state s ∈ S, P (t0 , ψ)[s], depends on the
initial time t0 at which we start evaluating such a formula. Hence, P (t0 , ψ)[s] is
a function of t0 , and when we evaluate the inequality P (t0 , ψ)[s] ≤ p, needed to
establish the truth of ϕ, we may find that the inequality holds for some t0 and
is falsified for other t0 (see again the figure in Section 5).
Hence, we need a way to compute the probability of a path formula as a
function of time. The starting point for this will be the formulation of next state
and reachability probabilities as solutions of a differential equation. In fact, we
will derive other differential equations whose solution will return the probability
of path formulae as a function of the initial time.
Before presenting the derivation of the ODE more formally, let us comment
on the choice of using ODE-based methods to compute transient probabilities,
rather than more standard unifomisation-based algorithms. The first and more
fundamental reason is precisely connected with the dependency of path probabilities on the initial time: uniformisation algorithms do not generalise easily
to such scenarios. Moreover, the size of the state space of a single individual
is usually very small, even when the collective system has a huge state space.
Hence, numerical solvers for ODEs will work fine and will be efficient. Additionally, the fluid limit for an individual agent depends on the solution of the fluid
ODE, so in any case we need to resort to ODE solvers. Coupling all the ODEs
together allows us to exploit adaptive solvers [17] in order to control and reduce
the global error.
Time-dependent next probabilities We will start by showing how to compute the next-state probability Pnext (Z, t0 , T1 , T2 , S0 )[s] as a function of t0 :
P̄s (t0 ) = Pnext (Z, t0 , T1 , T2 , S0 )[s]. Computing the integral (5) for any t0 is obviously not feasible. However, we can exploit the differential formulation of the
problem, and define a set of ODEs with the initial time t0 as an independent
variable. First, we can compute the derivative of P̄s (t0 ) with respect to t0 and
obtain
d
P̄s (t0 ) = qs,S0 (t0 + T2 ) · e−Λ(t0 ,t0 +T2 ) − qs,S0 (t0 + T1 ) · e−Λ(t0 ,t0 +T1 )
dt0
Z t0 +T2
∂
+
qs,S0 (t) · e−Λ(t0 ,t) dt
t0 +T1 ∂t0
= qs,S0 (t0 + T2 ) · e−Λ(t0 ,t0 +T2 ) − qs,S0 (t0 + T1 ) · e−Λ(t0 ,t0 +T1 )
− qs,s (t0 )P̄s (t0 )
21

Consequently, we can compute the next-state probability as a function of t0 by
solving the following set of ODEs:

d


P̄s (t) = qs,S0 (t + T2 ) · e−L2 (t) − qs,S0 (t + T1 ) · e−L1 (t) − qs,s (t)P̄s (t)


dt



d
(7)
L1 (t) = qs,s (t) − qs,s (t + T1 )

dt


 d


 L2 (t) = qs,s (t) − qs,s (t + T2 )
dt
where L1 (t) = Λ(t, t + T1 ) and L2 (t) = Λ(t, t + T2 ).
Initial conditions are Ps (t0 ) = Pnext (Z, t0 , T1 , T2 , S0 )[s], L1 (t0 ) = Λ(t0 , t0 + T1 ),
and L2 (t0 ) = Λ(t0 , t0 + T2 ), and are computed solving the equations (6).
Running example. We consider again the next path formula ψ = X[0,T ] ainf ected ,
fix T = 7.5, and compute its path probability P̄s (t0 ), from the susceptible state
s, as a function of t0 . In order to do this, we need to first solve the ODEs (6) for
t0 = 0 and T = 7.5, in order to obtain the initial conditions of the ODEs (7).
Then, we need to solve the following ODE system:


 d P̄s (t) = (kext + kinf xi (t + T ))e−L2 (t) − (kext + kinf xi (t)) + . . .


dt



+ (kext + kinf xi (t) + klow )P̄s (t)

d



L2 (t) = kinf (xi (t + T ) − xi (t))


dt



L1 (t) = 0
Its solution is shown in Figure 6, together with the truth of the formula
P≤0.8 (X[0,T2 ] ainf ected ) in state s, for t0 ∈ [0, 10]. As we can see, the formula
is initially true and then, at time t = 2.26, it changes truth status and becomes
false.
Time-dependent reachability We now turn to the problem of computing
P (t) = Preach (Z, t, T, G, U ) as a function of t ∈ [t0 , t1 ]. Recall that in Section
5.2 we reduced the computation of P (t), for a fixed initial time t, to the solution
of the Kolmogorov forward equation of the modified ICTMC, in which goal and
unsafe sets are made absorbing. Stated otherwise, we used the forward equation
to compute Π(t, t0 ), from t0 = t to t0 = t + T . To compute the reachability
probability as a function of the initial time t ∈ [t0 , t1 ], for T fixed, we need to
compute Π(t, t + T ) for t ∈ [t0 , t1 ]. We can do this using the chain rule and
combining the forward and the backward Kolmogorov equation to obtain the
following ODE for Π(t, t + T ):
∂Π(t, t + T ) ∂Π(t, t + T ) d(t + T )
dΠ(t, t + T )
=
+
dt
∂t
∂(t + T )
dt
= −Q(t)Π(t, t + T ) + Π(t, t + T )Q(t + T ).
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Fig. 6. Fluid estimate of the path probability of the formula X[0,T2 ] ainf ected , for T2 =
7.5, as a function of the initial time t at which the formula is evaluated. We assume
we start in state s at time t. The red dotted line represents the time-dependent truth
value of the formula P≤0.8 (X[0,7.5] ainf ected ) in state s. Parameters of the model are as
in Figure 2.

Here the initial condition is Π(t0 , t0 + T ), and it can be computed by solving the
Kolmogorov forward equation. Using a numerical ODE solver, we can integrate
this equation and obtain Π(t, t+T ) for t ∈ [t0 , t1 ]. This gives the basic algorithm
to compute probabilities Ps (ψ, t) of until path formulae like ψ = ϕ1 U[0,T ] ϕ2 from
a state s: we just need to compute the reachability probability πs,s0 (t, t + T ) and
add it over states s0 ∈ G.5 Once the until probability is computed, we can
check if state s satisfies P./p (ψ) at time t by comparing the value Ps (t) with the
threshold p. Doing this for all times t ∈ [t0 , t1 ] requires us to find all zeros of the
function Ps (t) − p. This can be done during the integration of the ODEs, using
event detection routines, provided the number of zeros is finite and the function
Ps (t) − p always changes sign around a zero. This does not hold in all cases, and
further restrictions on the rate functions and the thresholds p have to be made,
see [12, 13] and Section 8 below for more details.
Running example. Consider the formula ψ4 = G[0,T2 ] ¬ainf ected , fix T2 to 10,
and evaluate it as a function of the initial time. In order to apply the reachability algorithm above, we need to turn the always operator into an until.
This is done in the standard way, as G[0,T2 ] ¬ainf ected ≡ ¬F [0,T2 ] ainf ected ≡
¬(trueU[0,T2 ] ainf ected ). Hence, we need to compute the reachability probability
for the goal set G = {i, d} and the unsafe set U = ∅, and then compute 1 minus
this probability. The result for the patched state p is shown in Figure 7, for the
initial time varying between 0 and 150.
If we now consider the state formula P≥0.97 (ψ4 ) and focus again on the patched
5

More general until formulae ϕ1 U[T1 ,T2 ] ϕ2 , for T1 > 0, can be dealt by a minor
modification of the approach, see [12, 13] for further details.
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Fig. 7. Fluid estimate of the path probability of the formula G[0,T2 ] ¬ainf ected , for
T2 = 10, as a function of the initial time t at which the formula is evaluated, starting
from the patched state p at time t (continuous black line). Then the path probability
is compared with the threshold p = 0.97, and the truth value of the CSL state formula
P≥0.97 (G[0,10] ¬ainf ected ) is computed, as a function of the time t at which it is evaluated. The time-dependent truth is depicted in the red dotted line. Parameters of the
model are as in Figure 2.

state p, then we see in Figure 7 that the formula is false from time 0 to time
T ≈ 81.8 and then becomes true.

7

Nested CSL Formulae

Computing the truth of nested CSL formulae for time-homogeneous CTMC is
the same as for non-nested formulae. For an until or next temporal operator, we
first solve the model checking problem for its subformulae, hence establish if a
state satisfies or falsifies them, and then we use this information in the standard
algorithms (e.g. the reachability algorithm based on transient analysis for the until case). Unfortunately, this simple recipe does not work for time-inhomogeneous
CTMC. The problem is that a state satisfies a subformula containing a temporal operator depending on the time at which the formula is evaluated. This fact
introduces an extra dimension of complexity into the algorithms.
To give a flavour of the problems involved, let us discuss the nested path formula ψ = F [0,T ] (P≥p (ϕ1 U[0,T1 ] ϕ2 )), where ϕ1 and ϕ2 are boolean combinations
of atomic propositions, so that their truth in a state does not depend on the
time at which we evaluate them. Clearly, using the procedure put forward in the
previous section, we can compute, for each state s ∈ S, the probability Ps (t) of
the path formula ϕ1 U[0,Ta ] ϕ2 , as a function of the time at which we evaluate
it. Therefore, we can compute the time-dependent truth function T(ϕ, s, t) of
the state formula ϕ = P≥p (ϕ1 U[0,Ta ] ϕ2 ) by finding the zeros of Ps (t) − p, for
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each state s ∈ S. Specifically, we obtain that T(ϕ, s, t) = true if and only if
s, t |= ϕ, and f alse otherwise. In general, this function will keep jumping between 0 (f alse) and 1 (true), and we can represent it by identifying and storing
in a list all time instants Td at which a change in the truth of s, t |= ϕ happens.
Fix now a state s̄, and assume that at time Td the function T(ϕ, s̄, t) has a
discontinuity, and that ϕ was false in s̄ before time Td and it is true afterwards.
Now, focus the attention on the path formula ψ = F [0,T ] (ϕ). To compute its path
probability, we need to compute the probability of reaching a state satisfying ϕ
within T time units. This is done by making ϕ-states absorbing, and computing
the transient probability in the so-modified Markov chain. If Td < T , then s̄ is
not a goal state from time 0 to time Td , and becomes a goal state at time Td , as
shown in the figure below.
T(ϕ, s̄, t)
true
false

t

0
Td

The first consequence of this fact is that the modified Markov chain in which
goal states are made absorbing has a structure that changes in time, according
to the truth of formula ϕ. In particular, s̄ is not absorbing from time 0 to Td ,
and becomes absorbing at time Td .
Now fix a non-goal state s0 (remaining non-goal for the whole time interval [0, T ]) and focus on the reachability probability starting from this state. In
particular, there can be a non-null probability to go from s0 to s̄ in Td units of
time, starting at time 0. This means that the probability of the set of trajectories starting at s0 at time 0 and being in s̄ at time Td , without passing from a
goal state, has non-null probability. Pick one such trajectory, which clearly does
not contribute to the reachability probability from s0 . At time Td , however, the
structure of the modified CTMC changes, and this trajectory suddenly satisfies
the reachability condition. In particular, this holds at time Td for all the trajectories that are in s̄. Hence, at time Td the probability πs0 ,s̄ (0, Td ) has to be
added to the reachability probability Ps0 (Td− ), as computed before s̄ becomes a
goal state.
Stated otherwise, a change in the truth status of the formula ϕ not only
forces us to change the topology of the modified CTMC, by altering the set of
absorbing states, but it may also induce a discontinuity in the path probability.
Computing reachability probabilities for time-varying sets. We will
quickly sketch now an algorithmic procedure to compute reachability probabilities when the goal and unsafe sets vary with time. This will provide the key
procedure to compute path probabilities for nested until formulae of the form
ϕ1 U[0,T ] ϕ2 , for general CSL formulae ϕ1 and ϕ2 . For more general until formulae
ϕ1 U[Ta ,Tb ] ϕ2 , and for next path formulae, we refer the reader to [12, 13].
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We first discuss the case in which the unsafe set U is always empty, corresponding to eventually path formulae. To compute the reachability probability,
we need to take the double nature of states into account: a state s can be either
goal or non-goal, and its status can vary with time. To better describe this scenario, we will double the state space, creating for each state s ∈ S a shadow copy
s̄, which represents the goal version of s. Shadow states s̄ are always absorbing.
Each transition in the CTMC entering an s state, instead, is directed towards
s if and only if s is non-goal. Otherwise, it is rerouted towards s̄.6 This routing
has to be changed whenever we hit a discontinuity in the time-dependent truth
function. The situation is depicted below.
time
T1

T2

···

Tk

Tk+1
t

0

Let T1 , . . . , Tk , Tk+1 , . . . be the times in which any state of S changes status
(from goal to non-goal, or vice versa). Note that these time instants are fixed,
and we can assume them to be known. To compute the reachability probability
within time [0, T ], we start in T0 = 0 by constructing the modified CTMC
according to the goal set G(0) at time 0. In between T0 and T1 , the structure
of the modified CTMC does not change, hence we can integrate the forward
Kolmogorov equations, until the time t hits the first discontinuity time T1 . At
this time, we need to perform some operations, according to whether the state
s changes status to become a goal state or a non-goal state.
Goal to non-goal: in this case, we only need to reroute the transition matrix
of the CTMC: all transitions entering s̄, the shadow version of s, must now
point to s. This is obtained by modifying the Q-matrix accordingly, deleting
entries in the column s̄ and adding entries in the column s.
Non-goal to goal: In this case, we need to reroute transitions which enter s to
now point at s̄ entering s, and also add the probability πs0 ,s (0, t) to πs0 ,s̄ (0, t),
afterwards set πs0 ,s (0, t) to zero.
Once these bookkeeping operations have been performed, and the new probability matrix Π(0, T1+ ) has been computed if needed, we can restart the integration
of the forward Kolmogorov equations, with initial conditions given precisely by
Π(0, T1+ ). We can then iterate this procedure, until the final time T is reached.
Running example. We consider the running example, and compute the probability of the nested path formula ψ = F [0,T ] (apatched ∧P≥p (G[0,Ta ] ¬ainf ected )), for
Ta = 10. The time dependent truth of the inner temporal formula
ϕ = P≥p (G[0,Ta ] ¬ainf ected ) has already been computed in the previous section
(see Figure 7). Furthermore, the formula apatched ∧P≥p (G[0,T1 ] ¬ainf ected ) is false
6

Alternatively, we can add a new goal state s∗ , as done in [32], and redirect all
transitions entering any goal state to s∗ .
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Fig. 8. Fluid estimate of the path probability of the formula F [0,T ] (apatched ∧
P≥0.97 (G[0,10] ¬ainf ected )), as a function of T , starting from state p at time 0 (continuous black line). We can see that the probability is discontinuous, and there is
a jump at time T = 81.8, corresponding to the time at which the truth value of
P≥0.97 (G[0,10] ¬ainf ected ) changes for state p, see Figure 7. Parameters of the model are
as in Figure 2.

for any state different from p, and equal to T(ϕ, p, t) for the patched state p.
Hence, the state p will be non-goal until time Td = 81.8, and then it will become
a goal state.
Thus, when computing the probability of the path formula ψ, we have that no
state is goal until time Td , and after Td p will be the only goal state. If we look
at the path probability of ψ as a function of T (Figure 8), we observe that this
probability is zero for T < Td , and then suddenly jumps at time Td to πx,p (0, Td ),
for x ∈ S, and keeps on increasing afterwards.
The algorithm to compute the path probability for a general reachability
problem, with both unsafe and goal states, is similar to the one sketched above.
In general, for an unsafe state s we disable all outgoing transitions, making it
absorbing. The only difference resides in the bookkeeping operations that need
to be performed when a state s changes its unsafe status.
Unsafe to safe: in this case, we just need to re-enable all the outgoing transitions from s.
Safe to unsafe: In this case, we disable all outgoing transitions from s, but we
also discard the probability πs0 ,s (0, t), setting it to zero. This is because all
trajectories started from s0 at time 0 and being in s when it becomes unsafe
become trajectories that can no longer reach a goal state avoiding unsafe
ones, because they suddenly find themselves in an unsafe state.
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A minor caveat when we have both unsafe and goal sets is to decide how a state
that is both goal and unsafe behaves. In this case, by the definition of the until
semantics, its goal nature will prevail.
Reachability probabilities as a function of time Up to now, we sketched
an algorithm to compute the reachability probability starting from time zero up
to time T , call it Υ (0, T ). In order to extend the method to compute Υ (t, t + T ),
as a function of the initial time t, we will follow a similar approach to that of
Section 6, finding an expression for Υ (t, t+T ) and applying a generalised version
of the forward and backward Kolmogorov equations to it, in order to obtain an
ODE for Υ .
In this tutorial, we will just present this expression for Υ , which is obtained by
combining Chapman Kolmogorov equations [42] with suitable matrices encoding
the bookkeeping operations. Further details on the algorithm can be found in
[12, 13].
The first step is the definition of a matrix ζ encoding the bookkeeping operations. Let G(t) and U (t) be the time-varying goal and unsafe sets, and let
T1 , . . . , truek , . . . be the time instants at which one state changes status. Define
the set of safe states W (t) = S \ (G(t) ∪ U (t)). We define the following matrices
for each discontinuity time Ti :
– ζW (Ti ) is the n × n matrix, |S| = n, equal to 1 only on the diagonal elements
corresponding to states sj belonging to both W (Ti− ) and W (Ti+ ) (i.e. states
that are safe and not goals both before and after Ti ), and equal to 0 elsewhere;
– ζG (Ti ) is the n × n matrix equal to 1 in the diagonal elements corresponding
to states sj belonging to W (Ti− )∩G(Ti+ ) (safe and non-goal states becoming
goal), and zero elsewhere;
– ζ(Ti ) is the 2n × 2n matrix defined by:


ζW (Ti ) ζG (Ti )
ζ(Ti ) =
.
0
I
Now, assume in [t1 , t2 ] no discontinuity occurs, so that the Q-matrix of the
modified CTMC does not change structure in [t1 , t2 ], and let Π̃(t1 , t2 ) be the
probability matrix computed by solving the forward Kolmogorov equations, with
Π̃(t1 , t1 ) = I. Then, recalling that the Chapman Kolmogorov equations state
that Π̃(t1 , t3 ) = Π̃(t1 , t2 )Π̃(t2 , t3 ), we can compute Υ as follows [12, 13]:
Υ (t, t + T ) = Π̃(t, T1 )ζ(T1 )Π̃(T1 , T2 )ζ(T2 ) · · · ζ(TkI )Π̃(TkI , t + T ),

(9)

where T1 , . . . , TkI are all the discontinuity points between t and t + T . From this
equation, observing it depends on t only in the first and last factor and using the
backward and forward Kolmogorov equations, we can derive an ODE similar to
equation (8), with Π replaced by Υ :
dΥ (t, t + T )
= −Q̃(t)Υ (t, t + T ) + Υ (t, t + T )Q̃(t + T ),
dt
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(10)

where Q̃(t) is the modified Q-matrix according to the goal and unsafe sets at
time t. See [12, 13] for further details, and for a sketch of the algorithms that
can be used to integrate the so-obtained equation.
Steady state properties In this tutorial, like in [12, 13], we have considered
only time bounded operators. This limitation is a consequence of the very nature
of Theorem 2, which holds only for a finite time horizon. However, there are
situations in which we can extend the validity of the theorem to the whole time
domain, but this extension depends on properties of the phase space of the
fluid ODE [10, 14]. In those cases, we can prove convergence of the steady state
behaviour of Z (N ) to that of z, hence we can incorporate also operators dealing
with steady state properties.
Checking these properties is relatively simple: we need to compute the unique
fixed point x∗ of the fluid ODE, which will be also the steady state measure of the
limit fluid agent z(t), assuming it is irreducible. When at steady state, the rates
of z(t) do not depend on time anymore, hence it becomes a time-homogeneous
CTMC. Therefore, to model check a formula like S./ (ϕ), we just need to model
check ϕ against this time-homogeneous CTMC, with standard algorithms, and
then compute the satisfaction of the steady state operator as in the standard
model checking for CTMC [5] (see also [32]).
Running example. As an example, consider the steady state property
S≥0.75 (P≤0.1 (F [0,10] ainf ected )). The fluid ODE for our example has a unique,
globally attracting, fixed point x∗ = (0.0209, 0.0767, 0.0383, 0.8641). Substituting this into the time-dependent Q matrix of the fluid agent z we obtain
a time-homogeneous CTMC, for which the probability of F [0,10] ainf ected ) is
(0.8526, 1, 1, 0.0276) and so the formula P≤0.1 (F [0,10] ainf ected ) is true in state
p and false in states s, d, i. By using ergodicity of z and the fact that x∗ is
also the limit steady state measure of an individual agent, hence the steady
state measure of z, we can compute the steady state probability of satisfying
P≤0.1 (F [0,10] ainf ected ) as 0 ∗ 0.0209 + 0 ∗ 0.0767 + 0 ∗ 0.0383 + 1 ∗ 0.8641 = 0.8641,
which makes the steady state property true in all states.

8

Decidability and Convergence

In this section we will briefly discuss some theoretical features of the approximate
model checking algorithm presented.
We will consider two main issues related to decidability and accuracy. Firstly,
we will discuss the decidability of the algorithm to model check CSL specifications against ICTMC models. The fluid approximation of single agent properties
is based on this as we have shown, and it is important to assess that this algorithm will yield an answer. Secondly, we must also consider the relationship
between the truth of a CSL formula with a single agent derived through consideration of the fluid limit (i.e. representing the rest of the population only through
the mean field) and the truth of the CSL formula for the single agent in a finite
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Checked property
Kolmogorov Equations
X[0,T ] ainf ected
¬ainf ected U[0,T ] apatched

Fluid MC Stat MC (N = 100) Stat MC (N = 1000)
∼ 0.1 sec
∼ 64 sec
∼ 101 sec
∼ 0.06 sec
∼ 6 sec
∼ 24 sec
∼ 0.05 sec
∼ 5 sec
∼ 20 sec

Table 1. Comparison of running times of the Fluid Model Checking algorithm of some
properties discussed in the paper, with the running time for their statistical estimate
(statistical model checking), for different population levels, computed from 10000 runs.

population model (i.e. with all agents represented explicitly). The approach is
only useful if this relationship is close to identity.
Efficiency and Decidability. Two desirable features of any model checking
algorithm are decidability and computational efficiency. Efficiency, in particular,
was the practical motivation of this work. Indeed, as can be seen in Table 1,
already for the simple running example, the gain in computational time is remarkable: the fluid model checking approach is between 500 and 1000 times
faster than statistical model checking for a population of 1000 nodes, with a
negligible loss in accuracy. Furthermore, its complexity is independent of the
population size, so that it can scale to very large systems.
The issue about decidability, instead, is more delicate, and depends heavily
on the rate functions of the collective model and on the solution of the fluid
ODE. In particular, the problem is with the nesting of CSL formulae. In order
to model check a next or an until formula, containing nested temporal operators,
we need to be able to perform a certain set of operations, specifically:
1. compute the set of zeros of P (ψ, s, t) − p as a function of the time at which
the formula ϕ = P./p (ψ) is evaluated;
2. check whether P (ψ, s, t) < p, P (ψ, s, t) = p, or P (ψ, s, t) > p (to compute
the truth function T(ϕ, s, t) for ϕ = P./p (ψ));
3. store in memory the truth function T(ϕ, s, t);
In order to deal with point 3 above, we need to guarantee that the number of
zeros of the function P (ψ, s, t) − p is finite in any finite time interval [0, T ]. This
is not true in general, but can be enforced by imposing additional regularity assumptions on the rate functions of the population model. Specifically, in [12, 13]
we restricted the rate functions of the collective model to be (piecewise) real analytic functions [33]. This class of functions has nice closure properties (they are
closed for arithmetic operations, integration, differentiation, and so on), which
guarantees that all probability functions Ps (t) will remain (piecewise) analytic.
Furthermore, they are reasonably general, including most of the functions used
in practice (for instance, polynomials, exponentials, and so on). Finally, they
enjoy the property that either they are identically zero, or have only a finite
number of zeros in any finite time interval. This settles point 3.
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Points 1 and 2 above, instead, are much more delicate. First of all, finding
all zeros of an analytic function is not an easy task, and in general may not
be decidable. In particular, finding simple zeros (those around which a function
change sign) is decidable (using interval methods [2, 41]), but we may not be
able to find non-simple zeros, i.e. those in which the derivative is null, like local
maxima or minima, see figure below.

p
Ps (t)
t
Also the decidability of point 2 above, called the zero test problem, is unknown for analytic functions (in fact, its decidability is not known even for
functions constructed using polynomials and the exponential, see [44]).
The way out this problem is to characterise precisely all the situations in
which something bad can happen, and show that this are sufficiently rare. More
precisely, we fixed a formula structure and the model parameters, and looked at
what happens in terms of the thresholds p of the probability operators P./p . If
we have a formula with k temporal operators, then we have k such thresholds,
which can take values in the hypercube [0, 1]k . We then looked at the subset R
of points of [0, 1]k for which we can guarantee that the algorithm terminates,
and characterised it from a topological viewpoint. It turns out [12, 13] that R
is an open subset of Lebesgue measure one of [0, 1]k . This means that almost
any formula will be decidable, and furthermore that decidability is robust with
respect to small perturbations of the probability thresholds. In [12, 13] this is
termed quasi-decidability, and the CSL formulae which have thresholds probabilities that belong to the set R are called robust.
Convergence. We also investigated the limit behaviour of path probabilities
and truth values of CSL formulae, evaluated for an individual agent Z (N ) (t) in
a finite population model, in the limit of N → ∞. We proved that, in almost
all cases, they converge to path probabilities and truth values computed for the
limit individual agent z(t). Convergence, however, does not hold always; it can
fail exactly in those situations in which the limit model checking problem is not
decidable. Given a CSL formula ϕ = ϕ(p), with probability threshold arranged
in a vector p, we characterised the subset of [0, 1]k of threshold for which convergence surely holds, obtaining that it coincides with the set R of thresholds
making ϕ robust. More precisely, we have proved the following theorem [12, 13]:
Theorem 3. Let X (N ) be a sequence of CTMC models and let Z (N ) (t) and z(t)
be defined from X (N ) as in Section 4.2. Assume that Z (N ) (t), z(t) have piecewise
analytic infinitesimal generator matrices.
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Let ϕ(p1 , . . . , pk ) be a robust CSL formula. Then, there exists an N0 such that,
for N ≥ N0 and each s ∈ S
s, 0 Z (N ) ϕ ⇔ s, 0 z ϕ.
This theorem states that, for a given robust CSL formula ϕ, we can find an index
N0 such that, for populations larger than N0 , ϕ will hold in the limit model if
and only if it holds in a model with population N . This shows that the method
presented here is consistent with respect to asymptotic approximation. Unfortunately, characterising such N0 is extremely difficult, see also the discussion in
[12, 13] about erorr bounds.

9

Related Work

As this is a very new direction of research there is, as yet, only a small amount
of related work. Model checking (time homogeneous) Continuous Time Markov
Chains (CTMC) against Continuous Stochastic Logics (CSL) specifications has a
long tradition in computer science [5, 4, 45]. At the core of our approach to study
time-bounded properties there are similarities to that developed in [5], because
we consider a transient analysis of a Markov chain whose structure has been
modified to reflect the formula under consideration. But the technical details of
the transient analysis, and even the structural modification, differ to reflect the
time-inhomogeneous nature of the process we are studying.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there has been no previous proposal
of an algorithm to model check CSL formulae on a ICTMC. Nevertheless model
checking of ICTMCs has been considered with respect to other logics. Specifically, previous work includes model checking of HML and LTL logics on ICTMC.
In [30], Katoen and Mereacre propose a model checking algorithm for HennessyMilner Logic on ICTMC. Their work is based on the assumption of piecewise
constant rates (with a finite number of pieces) within the ICTMC. The model
checking algorithm is based on the computation of integrals and the solution of
algebraic equations with exponentials (for which a bound on the number of zeros
can be found).
LTL model checking for ICTMC, instead, has been proposed by Chen et al.
in [18]. The approach works for time-unbounded formulae by constructing the
product of the CTMC with a generalized Büchi automaton constructed from the
LTL formula, and then reducing the model checking problem to computation of
reachability of bottom strongly connected components in this larger (pseudo)CTMC. The authors also propose an algorithm for solving time bounded reachability similar to the one considered in this paper (for time-constant sets).
Our work is underpinned by the notion of fast simulation, which has previously been applied in a number of different contexts [22]. One recent case is a
study of policies to balance the load between servers in large-scale clusters of
heterogeneous processors [24]. These ideas also underlie the work of Hayden et
al. in [25]. Here the authors extend the consideration of transient characteristics
as captured by the fluid approximation, to approximation of first passage times,
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in the context of models generated from the stochastic process algebra PEPA.
Their approach for passage times of individual components is closely related
to the fast simulation result and the work presented in this paper. The main
difference is that they consider just path properties, described by deterministic
automata (formally treated in [26]), which they solve by integrating ODEs.

10

Conclusions

In this tutorial we presented a new method to approximately model check properties of individual agents in a large population, exploiting mean field theory.
This theory predicts that in the limit of an infinite population individual agents
will decouple, evolving as independent CTMC connected only through the mean
state of the system, described by the fluid ODE. This independence frees us
from the necessity of representing the whole state space of the population, and
instead we need only represent the state space of the individual agent. However,
since the behaviour of this agent depends on the mean state of the system, its
transition rates are not constants, but instead vary with time. Thus, in order to
check properties for this limit model, we need to deal with a time-inhomogeneous
CTMC. In this chapter we have presented a method to model check CSL formulae against ICTMC, whose complexity stems from the time dependency of truth
values of temporal sub-formulae.
Our objective here has been to introduce the main ideas in an informal
manner, explaining them by means of a simple example of a peer-to-peer network
epidemic, in order to give the reader an intuition of how the approach works.
The reader interested in the formal details is invited to study the fuller account
given in the recent CONCUR paper [12] or its extended version [13].
The development of a fluid approximation for model checking, albeit only
currently for time-bounded properties of individual agents opens the possibility of carrying out model checking on a wide range of population models that
were previously extremely computationally costly or even beyond the scope of
existing tools. Moreover there is a lot of potential of expanding the reach of
model checking still further. Currently, we are extending the approach in several
directions, including:
– moving beyond CSL to consider more complex path properties, for instance
those expressed by Deterministic Timed Automata [19] (DTA), obtaining a
logic for individual properties similar to asCSL [6] and CSL-TA [23];
– the lifting of individual specifications to the collective level, similarly to [32].
In this paper, the authors consider atomic collective properties stating that
the expected fraction of agents satisfying a local CSL property meets a given
bound ./ p. Instead of the expectation, we are considering approximations
of the probability that the fraction of agents satisfying a local CSL property
meets a given bound ./ p, using higher order fluid approximations, like the
functional central limit [35] or linear noise approximation [50].
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A

Integrating the combined backward-forward
Kolmogorov equation

In this appendix we will look more closely at the problem of numerically integrating the combined backward-forward Kolmogorov equation (8), needed to
compute the time-dependent reachability probability for until formulae, see Section 6. Integrating this equation is necessary to check nested formulae. A result
of this integration, for the running example, has been shown in Figure 7. We
recall that the equation is
dΠ(t, t + T )
= −Q(t)Π(t, t + T ) + Π(t, t + T )Q(t + T ),
dt
which has to be solved from time t0 to time t1 , with initial conditions Π(t +
0, t0 + T ) computed using the forward equation.
In principle, this could be done by using one of the many ODE solvers available, e.g. those of MatlabTM [40] or Octave [1]. Practically, using one of those
solvers, we have observed that in most of the cases, we obtain a plot like the one
shown in Figure 9, in which the numerical error explodes. This is an indicator
that equation (8) is, in general, very stiff [17], hence a stiff integration method
has to be used. Unfortunately, this blow up phenomenon persisted even using
the most accurate stiff integrators of MatlabTM or Octave, even with very high
accuracy. We only obtained a reduction in the blow up speed.
In order to compute the trajectory in Figure 7, therefore, we need a different
strategy. We present the idea in the following, showing how to compute the
time-dependent reachability probability with time horizon T , without resorting
to equation (8). The idea is to exploit the Chapman-Kolmogorov (CK) semigroup
equations [42], Π(t, t0 ) = Π(t, t00 )Π(t00 , t0 ), t00 ∈ [t, t0 ], in order to integrate the
backward and the forward equations separately. The advantage of this is that
the forward and the backward equations alone are, in general, quite stable.
For simplicity, we assume in the following that t0 = 0 and t1 = k ·T . The first
operation is to split the time interval [0, kT ] into smaller time intervals, each of
length T , as shown in the figure below:
time
T0 = 0

T1 = 1 · T

T2 = 2 · T

···

Tk = k · T

Call Tj the time instant j · T , fix j ≥ 1, and pick t ∈ [Tj−1 , Tj ]. Applying the
CK to times t, Tj , t + T , we get
Π(t, t + T ) = Π(t, Tj )Π(Tj , t + T ).
As Tj is a constant, in order to compute Π(t, t + T ) for t ∈ [Tj−1 , Tj ], we can integrate separately the backward equation for Π(t, Tj ), t ∈ [Tj−1 , Tj ], with initial
value Π(Tj−1 , Tj ), and the forward equation for Π(Tj , t0 ), t0 ∈ [Tj , Tj+1 ], with
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Fig. 9. Integration with a ODE numerical solver of the equation (8) for the formula
G[0,T2 ] ¬ainf ected , for T2 = 10. Due to the high degree of stiffness of the equation and
numerical instabilities, the error blows up.

initial value the identity matrix. These two equations can be solved simultaneously. Then, we can take the product of the so obtained matrices to compute
Π(t, t + T ).
The full algorithm is a simple loop over j, observing that the initial conditions
needed to integrate the backward equation are the last point computed by the
forward equation in the previous iteration.
Practically, if we want just to visualize the result, we need to compute the
product of Π(t, Tj ) and Π(Tj , t + T ) only at the sampled points of the function,
generally a fixed grid of stepsize h. If, instead, we want to solve the equation
P (t) − p = 0, in order to obtain the truth value, we need to take the product of
the two matrices every time the root finding function (usually embedded in the
ODE solver) needs to know the value of the function P (t) − p.
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